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Abstract
In today’s classrooms, focus is being placed on teaching science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics (STEM). However, simply teaching a lesson is not enough:
supplemental resources, such as books, are crucial for students to fully grasp what is being
taught. Many teachers do not know what to look for in STEM children's books in order to ensure
the books are beneficial and relevant to their students’ learning. This thesis will provide
elementary teachers with guidelines and criteria by which to evaluate STEM children’s books. I
will sample books from public libraries, such as Taunton, Bridgewater, and Brockton. I am
choosing books from public libraries because often teachers use library books to supplement
their classroom libraries. I will survey these books for the presence of science, engineering, and
mathematical practices in addition to the diversity of the characters and how they interact with
one another. The science and engineering practices come from the Next Generations Science
Standards (NGSS) Framework. The mathematics practices come from the Common Core State
Standards Initiative. For the purpose of this research, I defined diversity in children’s books as
the presence of characters of diverse ethnicities. Additionally, I defined character interaction as
characters behaving in a way students can relate to. This project is important to my field because
teachers need to make informed decisions about the books they choose for their classroom.
These books impact students on several levels: their interest in the lesson, how excited they are
to read, whether or not they look forward to going to school, and how much they learn. Students
need to see themselves reflected in the books they read so that they can see themselves working
in the STEM fields when they grow up. STEM education is of vital importance to the education
of our future scientists and mathematicians who will tackle global issues, so it is important that
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teachers are equipped with the tools they need to properly and effectively teach their students in
order to build a strong foundation for the rest of their educational career.
Introduction
There has been an increasing emphasis on implementing STEM education in classroom
curriculum. This includes the used of STEM books. However, teachers are often faced with
certain difficulties when trying to pick a quality STEM book to use in their classroom.
Students want to see themselves reflected in the books they read, so it is important that
the characters are diverse and behave in a manner that the students can relate to (Scholastic Inc,
n.d.). Elementary school teachers need to be well-informed about how to choose appropriate
STEM books for their classrooms because they are shaping our future leaders.
Past research has been conducted in an effort to show how helping students understand
the more difficult vocabulary words associated with the STEM subjects has helped improve their
overall understanding of the subjects (Huang, 2017). Also, research has shown that using graphic
organizers, such as word clouds, helps students to organize, departmentalize, and remember the
new vocabulary they have learned as well as the information they have read (Huang, 2017).
Additional research has shown that there are a two factors that need to be considered when
choosing STEM literature for the classroom: text complexity and text quality (Giles &
Kinninburgh, 2013). The research suggests that there are resources available to teachers to help
them select STEM books for their classroom (Giles & Kinninburgh, 2013), but these resources
can be scattered and hard to find. My goal for this project is to create a set of guidelines that
teachers can use when choosing STEM books for their classrooms. This thesis will address the
need by creating a comprehensive, easy-to-use and locate list of guidelines and criteria for
teachers to use when selecting STEM books for their classroom libraries.
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Literature Review
STEM education has had an increasing amount of emphasis placed on it in the United
States. Starting in the 1990s, many organizations, such as the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics (NCTM) and National Science Education Standards (NSES), were founded to help
K-12 teachers by providing a set of guidelines to shape their curriculum to incorporate more
STEM education (Marick Group, 2016). Through surveys, researchers have found that mastering
science concepts in the elementary and middle school years helps provide a firm foundation for
students to be able to move towards careers in science-related fields, such as science, technology,
and medicine (Saint-Hilaire, 2014). So, the question is, how do teachers implement STEM
education effectively in their curriculum? With books, of course!
Using Supplemental Resources
Teachers often try to use supplemental resources with most, if not all, lessons they teach
in their classrooms. Supplemental resources are important because they help ensure that students
of different learning backgrounds and capabilities have equal opportunities to learn (Voltz, Sims,
& Nelson, 2010). Research has shown that students with reading and/or language challenges
greatly benefit from reading picture books because the illustrations help them better understand
the context of the story (Voltz et al., 2010). More generally, picture books are shown to help
elementary students engage with the material they are learning in class (Mantzicopoulos &
Patrick, 2011). Students activate their prior knowledge, identify important concepts, summarize
information, make educated guesses, and anticipate what is coming next while reading picture
books (Mantzicopoulos & Patrick, 2011).
Obtaining Supplemental Resources
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Supplemental resources are very important in the classroom, but can be expensive and
difficult to obtain. Many elementary teachers have a classroom library in which they build up a
collection of different genres and types of books for their classroom throughout their teaching
careers. Some teachers have reported that they have gone out and purchased books for their
classroom libraries with their own money to ensure they have an appropriate book to supplement
a lesson (Williams & Bauer, 2006). However, they have also relied on the material available to
them in their school library, including lesson plans, books on display, or books recommended by
their school’s librarian (Williams & Bauer, 2006).
STEM Books in the Classroom
Research has shown that using STEM books in the classroom helps young students relate
to the material being taught by introducing the concepts in a way that is more meaningful to
them (Sackes, Trundle, & Flevares, 2009). Children are used to seeing and interacting with
picture books, so introducing science concepts in this format is an effective way to teach this
material to young students (Sackes et al., 2009). Engaging with literature during a STEM unit
allows the students to connect the more abstract definitions and terminology they are learning to
their personal lives (Hundsader, 2004). For example, learning about different mathematical
operations can be confusing to some students, but when the operations are presented in a friendly
way in a picture book, they seem more manageable and less daunting, which allows students to
see how mathematics plays a role in their daily lives (Hundsader, 2004).
It is important to read the story aloud and pause to let students make predictions about
upcoming events, which allows students to focus on reasoning and problem solving (Hundsader,
2004). After reading the STEM book, it is crucial that teachers provide students with engaging
opportunities to practice their problem-solving skills (Hundsader, 2004). This can include, but is
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certainly not limited to, working in a group on an activity, working individually on a set of
problems, illustrate difficult definitions and concepts, etc. A discussion about the math and
science that was present in the books in very important; teachers can model a think-aloud for the
students and show how he/she locates and discusses the STEM subjects that were in the book
(Hundsader, 2004). Students should follow this example and discuss future books in this same
way.
The Practices – Science, Engineering, and Mathematics
The science and engineering practices come from the Next Generations Science
Standards (NGSS) Framework. “The practices describe behaviors that scientists engage in as
they investigate and build models and theories about the natural world and the key set of
engineering practices that engineers use as they design and build models and systems” (NSTA,
n.d.b). These standards have been adopted by nineteen states while twenty-one states have
implemented standards that are based on the NGSS Framework (NSTA, n.d.a). The following
are the science and engineering practices as they are written in the NGSS Framework with
explanations (Fig. 1).
Standard
Asking questions and defining
problems

Developing and using models

Planning and carrying out
investigations
Analyzing and interpreting
data

Explanation
A practice of science is to ask and refine questions that lead to
descriptions and explanations of how the natural and designed world
works and which can be empirically tested.
A practice of both science and engineering is to use and construct
models as helpful tools for representing ideas and explanations.
These tools include diagrams, drawings, physical replicas,
mathematical representations, analogies, and computer simulations.
Scientists and engineers plan and carry out investigations in the field
or laboratory, working collaboratively as well as individually. Their
investigations are systematic and require clarifying what counts as
data and identifying variables or parameters.
Scientific investigations produce data that must be analyzed in order
to derive meaning. Because data patterns and trends are not always
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obvious, scientists use a range of tools—including tabulation,
graphical interpretation, visualization, and statistical analysis—to
identify the significant features and patterns in the data. Scientists
identify sources of error in the investigations and calculate the degree
of certainty in the results. Modern technology makes the collection of
large data sets much easier, providing secondary sources for analysis.
In both science and engineering, mathematics and computation are
fundamental tools for representing physical variables and their
Using mathematics and
relationships. They are used for a range of tasks such as constructing
computational thinking
simulations; statistically analyzing data; and recognizing, expressing,
and applying quantitative relationships.
Constructing explanations and
The products of science are explanations and the products of
designing solutions
engineering are solutions.
Engaging in argument from
Argumentation is the process by which explanations and solutions are
evidence
reached.
Scientists and engineers must be able to communicate clearly and
Obtaining, evaluating, and
persuasively the ideas and methods they generate. Critiquing and
communicating information
communicating ideas individually and in groups is a critical
professional activity.
Figure 1: The science and engineering practices from the NGSS Framework with explanations (NSTA,
n.d.b)

The mathematics practices come from the Common Core State Standards Initiative. “The
Standards for Mathematical Practice describe varieties of expertise that mathematics educators at
all levels should seek to develop in their students. These practices rest on important “processes
and proficiencies” with longstanding importance in mathematics education” (“Standards for
Mathematical Practices,” n.d.). Forty-five states have adopted the Common Core State
Standards, including Massachusetts, which means that they have adopted the use of the
Standards for Mathematical Practice (ASCD, n.d.). The following are the Standards for
Mathematical Practices as they are written in the Common Core State Standards (Fig. 2).
Standard
Make sense of problems and
persevere in solving them.

Explanation
Mathematically proficient students start by explaining to themselves
the meaning of a problem and looking for entry points to its solution.
They analyze givens, constraints, relationships, and goals. They make
conjectures about the form and meaning of the solution and plan a
solution pathway rather than simply jumping into a solution attempt.
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Reason abstractly and
quantitatively.

Construct viable arguments
and critique the reasoning of
others.

Model with mathematics.
Use appropriate tools
strategically.
Attend to precision.

Mathematically proficient students make sense of quantities and their
relationships in problem situations. They bring two complementary
abilities to bear on problems involving quantitative relationships: the
ability to decontextualize—to abstract a given situation and represent
it symbolically and manipulate the representing symbols as if they
have a life of their own, without necessarily attending to their
referents—and the ability to contextualize, to pause as needed during
the manipulation process in order to probe into the referents for the
symbols involved. Quantitative reasoning entails habits of creating a
coherent representation of the problem at hand; considering the units
involved; attending to the meaning of quantities, not just how to
compute them; and knowing and flexibly using different properties of
operations and objects.
Mathematically proficient students understand and use stated
assumptions, definitions, and previously established results in
constructing arguments. They make conjectures and build a logical
progression of statements to explore the truth of their conjectures.
Mathematically proficient students are also able to compare the
effectiveness of two plausible arguments, distinguish correct logic or
reasoning from that which is flawed, and—if there is a flaw in an
argument—explain what it is.
Mathematically proficient students can apply the mathematics they
know to solve problems arising in everyday life, society, and the
workplace.
Mathematically proficient students consider the available tools when
solving a mathematical problem.
Mathematically proficient students try to communicate precisely to
others. They try to use clear definitions in discussion with others and
in their own reasoning. They state the meaning of the symbols they
choose, including using the equal sign consistently and appropriately.
Mathematically proficient students look closely to discern a pattern or
structure.

Look for and make use of
structure.
Look for and express
Mathematically proficient students notice if calculations are repeated,
regularity in repeated
and look both for general methods and for shortcuts.
reasoning.
Figure 2: The Standards for Mathematical Practice from the Common Core State Standards with
explanations (“Standards for Mathematical Practice,” n.d.)

Character Diversity in Children’s Books
Character diversity is very important in books, especially in children’s picture books.
There are many meanings of diversity when it comes to children’s books. “A majority of parents
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and a near majority of kids ages 9–17 say diversity in children’s books includes people and
experiences different than their own, various cultures, customs, religions, settings and living
situations. And while not as commonly cited, many believe diversity in children’s books also
includes differently-abled people, people of color and LGBTQ people” (Scholastic Inc, n.d.).
Many people, especially children, want to see images of themselves in the books they
read. “While a good story is, of course, a key factor that influences a parent or child’s desire for a
book, a book’s characters are an important driver of preference and integral to the overall socialemotional benefits of reading. The top three types of characters kids ages 6–17 want in books do
not vary across gender, age or ethnicity and reflect the reader’s own aspirations: characters who
they want to be like because they are smart, brave or strong, who face and overcome challenges,
and who are ‘similar to me’” (Scholastic Inc, n.d.). Children want to see characters that are
similar to themselves. Not every person that picks up a book is the same, so diversity in
children’s books is important. Figure 3 shows the breakdown of people that want to see diversity
in the books they read, broken down by race.

Figure 3: The percentage of and desire for diversity in kids’ books (Scholastic Inc, n.d.)
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Despite wanting to see such diversity in children’s books, not all races are equally
depicted in the books that are available to children. In fact, certain races are much less present in
books than others. This includes STEM books as well. Figure 4 shows the diversity of characters
in children’s books from 2018, broken down by percentages for each race.

Figure 4: Info-graphic depicting the diversity in children’s books in 2018 (Huyck, David and Sarah Park
Dahlen, 2019)

It is crucial that teachers do not sacrifice quality for quantity when it comes to
multicultural books. That is, teachers need to make sure that a multicultural book is not racist
and/or sexist before choosing a book. In order to do this, teachers need to check the illustrations
and story line, look at the lifestyles present in the book, consider the relationships between
characters, make note of the heroes of the story, consider how the story will affect a child’s selfimage, keep an eye out for loaded words, look at the copyright date, and consider the
perspectives (Honig, 1998). Does the book portray stereotypes of a certain culture? Are minority
characters depicted in a way that are not seen as highly as their white counterparts? Do minority
and/or female characters function as strictly supporting roles in this story rather than having
more central roles? Are there words, usually adjectives, with negative connotation being used to
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describe characters of different races? These questions, along with many others, were set forth in
order to evaluate children’s books for racism and sexism (Honig, 1998).
Methodology
There were two main phases of this study. During the first phase, I collected a sampling
of STEM books for elementary school classrooms. I did this by going to the public libraries in
Brockton, Bridgewater, and Taunton. I chose these specific libraries because the cities/towns
they are located in represent different socio-economic levels, so I was interested to see the
different range of STEM books that would be available at each. I used public libraries because
teachers often utilize their city/town libraries to find books for their classroom, especially
because buying books becomes very expensive.
The second stage consisted of surveying the sampling of books. I looked at the presence
of science, engineering, and mathematical practices in addition to the diversity of the characters
and how they interact with one another. Students want to see themselves reflected in the books
they read, so it is important that the characters are diverse and behave in a manner that the
students can relate to. After reading all of the books, I analyzed the data I collected. Analyzing
this data helped me better understand what the quality of the books that are out there for teachers
to choose from are like.
Throughout the surveying of the books I collected from the public libraries, I was looking
for three different criteria to deem a book a quality STEM book. These three criteria are the
presence of the science, engineering, and mathematical practices, the diversity of the characters,
and how the characters interact with one another. The science and engineering practices come
from the Next Generations Science Standards (NGSS) Framework. The mathematics practices
come from the Common Core State Standards Initiative.
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The way characters in a book interact with one another is also very important. Teachers
need to survey the books they want to use with their class ahead of time to make sure they are
appropriate culturally. For example, if a book is culturally diverse, the teacher will want to make
sure that one culture is not being treated stereotypically and/or less important than another
culture. It is important for the characters to avoid stereotypes when they interact, such as if an
African American, or person of another race, is playing a servant role in a book due to the
decisions of a character of white lineage.
For the purpose of this research, I defined diversity in children’s books as the presence of
characters of diverse ethnicities. Additionally, I defined character interaction as characters
behaving in a way students can relate to. I chose these three criteria to look for and analyze
within each book because I believe they are all important to the making of a quality children’s
book.
Findings
I found a little over thirty STEM books from all of the libraries combined. The
Bridgewater Public Library had eight readily-available STEM books and the Taunton Public
Library had nine readily-available STEM books for checkout. More notably, the Brockton Public
Library had twenty-five STEM books on display in a space in the library called the Maker Space.
There was a bookcase with all of these books displayed on it along with a table and chairs, a few
beanbags, and some STEM magazines. Brockton is a city of low socioeconomic status, so the
public library having so many STEM books is definitely worth noting. There was also a large
number of other STEM books within the shelves of the library. I found over thirteen STEM
books at the Brockton Public Library alone.
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The Presence of the Practices - Science, Engineering, and Mathematics
One example of a book that I surveyed that had the science and engineering practices is
Charlotte the Scientist is Squished by Camille Andros. Charlotte is a bunny who is trying to
become a serious scientist. However, she is too squished in her home with all of her many bunny
family members to do this! In Charlotte the Scientist is Squished by Camille Andros, the first,
third, fourth, sixth, and seventh practices are being used. To see passages from the book that
correlate to the standards, see Figure 5 below.
Science and Engineering
Practice Number

Passage from Book

1

“Step 1: Ask a QUESTION.
‘How can I get some space
around here?!’” (pg. 9)

3

4

6

How the Passage Correlates
to the Practice
Charlotte asked a question
about her problem that she
could test, which is the basis
of the first practice.

“Step 3: Test the hypothesis –
Practice three details that
EXPERIMENT! She tried an
scientists and engineers plan
experiment to make everyone
and carry out experiments.
disappear…but it didn’t
Charlotte tried two different
work. She tried another
experiments she thought
experiment to make herself
would solve her problem, so
disappear. But that didn’t
she was acting like a scientist.
work either.” (pg. 11-14)
“Step 5: DRAW
Prior to this point in the book,
CONCLUSIONS. She had all
Charlotte had already
the room she needed to
collected data from her
conduct very important
experiment to go to space.
experiments using her
Here, she is analyzing the
protective glasses, lab coat,
data she collected and
and magnifying glass. Her
realizing that her experiment
test tubes were tidy, her
worked! Practice four
beakers looked brilliant, and
explains that scientists
her specimens were
analyze the data they collect,
sparkling. Her hypothesis was
which is what Charlotte is
correct! She finally had room
doing.
to be a scientist.” (pg. 22)
Prior to this point, Charlotte
“So, she tried one last
had tried to create her own
experiment... And reached a
friends in space, such as
new conclusion. Charlotte
balloons, chocolate, and robot
didn’t need outer space… she
bunnies. She realized that
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just needed her own space.”
(pg. 30-35)

these “friends” did not work
and knew what she had to do.
She used her evidence that
she gathered to realize that
she needed to go home.
Practice six says that the
products of science are
evidence, which is what
Charlotte gathered throughout
the book and is reflected here
in her conclusion.

Figure 5: Table of an example book for the presence of the science and engineering practices.

An example of a book that I surveyed that has the mathematical practices is Math Curse
by Jon Scieszka and Lane Smith. This book utilizes the first, second, third, fifth, and sixth
practices. This book is about a boy whose teacher says that everything can be thought of as a
math problem. Once his teacher says this, the boy’s day turns upside down. He suddenly cannot
stop seeing every aspect of his life as a math problem from the second he wakes up to the second
he falls asleep at night. He is very overwhelmed, but when he falls asleep, he has a dream that
helps he break this math curse that he has found placed on himself. To see passages from the
book that correlate to the standards, see Figure 6 below.
Mathematical Standard
Number

1

2

Passage from Book
“I wake up Wednesday
morning at 7:15. It takes me
10 minutes to get dressed, 15
minutes to eat my breakfast,
and 1 minute to brush my
teeth. My bus leaved at 8:00.
What time will I be ready?
7:41. NO PROBLEM.” (pg.
27-28)
“We are just about to go
home when Rebecca
remembers the special
birthday cupcakes her mom
made. There are 24 KIDS in
the class. Rebecca has 24

How the Passage Correlates
to the Standard
Standard one explains that
mathematicians make sense
of problems they are trying to
solve and persevere in
solving them. The boy in this
story was already faced with
this problem before and he
persevered in solving it until
he was able to.
Standard two explains that
mathematicians reason
abstractly and quantitatively.
Here, the boy uses logic and
reason to come up with a
simple solution to the class’s
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3

CUPCAKES. So what’s the
cupcake conundrum. He uses
problem? Rebecca wants
his quantitative thinking skills
Mrs. Fibonacci to have a
and realizes that if he does
cupcake, too. Everyone is
not eat a cupcake, there will
going crazy trying to figure
24 cupcakes for 24 people,
out what fraction of a
which means one cupcake per
cupcake each person will get.
person.
I’m the first to figure out the
answer. I raise my hand and
tell Mrs. Fibonacci I’m
allergic to cupcakes.
EVERYONE (24) believes
me and gets ONE (1)
cupcake. NO ONE (0) has to
figure out fractions.” (pg. 18)
“I DREAM I’m trapped in a
room with no doors and no
Standard three explains that
windows. The room is
mathematicians can construct
covered with a lifetime of
reasonable arguments. The
problems. I have only one
boy seems to be faced with an
piece of chalk. How do I get
impossible situation until he
out? I’M ABOUT to give up
realizes that he can make a
and die, when the answer to simple argument to get out of
my problem comes to me.
the room – break the chalk
Fractions. I break the chalk in into two halves and put them
half. Then I put the two
back together to make a
halves together. One half plus whole. He puts the hole (he
one half equals one whole. I
used the homophones whole
put the hole on the wall and
and hole) on the wall and
jump out. I’M FREE.” (pg.
escapes!
23-26)

Figure 6: Table of an example book for the presence of the standards for mathematical practices.

The Diversity of Characters
An example of a book that I surveyed that had character diversity was Iqbal and His
Ingenious Idea: How a Science Project Helps One Family and the Planet by Elizabeth Suneby.
Iqbal is from Bangladesh. This book is set in monsoon season. Due to the weather conditions,
Iqbal’s mother has to cook the family’s meals indoors, which causes Iqbal’s mother and baby
sister to become sick. Iqbal comes up with an idea to create a solar cooker to help fix this issue
for his family. When I saw this book in the library, I picked it up both for the character diversity
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and the excellent science story. Seeing this book in the library was a great step in the right
direction for the presence of character diversity in children’s picture books – more specifically,
STEM picture books. To see passages from the book that show this book has character diversity,
see Figure 7 below.
Passage from Book
“Amma chuckled as she shooed
Iqbal out the door. It was the holy
month of Ramadan, and he was
meeting his father for evening
prayers. As Iqbal hurried off, Amma
muffled a cough. Day after day of
breathing smoke was making both
her and the baby sick. But during
monsoon rains, she had no choice
but to cook indoors over an open
fire.”
“He learned that solar cookers don’t
pollute the air. They also save
women from having to collect wood
and cook over dangerous flames.
Iqbal realized that Amma could use
a solar cooker during Bangladesh’s
five sunny seasons. And with the
prize money, Abba could buy the
gas stove he saw at the bazaar to use
indoors during the monsoon
season.”
“Finally, it did. The first day that the
clouds parted and the sun brightened
the sky, Sadia and Iqbal bought eggs
at the bazaar and raced home. They
carefully positioned the foil-covered
umbrella to catch the sun’s rays,
placed the pan inside and waited.
And waited. Iqbal sprinkled a drop
of water into the pan. ‘Not ready
yet,’ he said. He counted slowly to
fifty – ‘ēk, dui, tin,…’ – and tried
again. The bead of water skittered
across the bottom. ‘It’s hot!’ he
exclaimed…”

Page Number

How the Passage Shows
Character Diversity

6

This passage introduces the reader
to Ramadan as well as some of the
practices of the people that
celebrate it. Also, prior to this
passage, the reader has learned that
Bangladesh has a monsoon season.
This information might not be
known to the reader if they are not
versed with the Islamic religion
and/or geographical region.

14

This passage helps the reader know
about the seasons in Bangladesh.
Also, it explains how people from
Iqbal’s town go shopping (at the
bazaar).

20

This passage shows an excerpt of
Iqbal counting to fifty in Bengali.
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“After weeks of rain, bright days
finally outnumbered gray ones.
Monsoon season had come to an
end. And so had Ramadan. Using
the winning umbrella cooker and the
new gas stove purchased with
Iqbal’s prize money, Amma and
Sadia had been busy cooking for Eid
al-Fitr, the feast to celebrate the end
of the holy month. Abba handed his
son the first serving of the family’s
favorite sweet dish, semai. Iqbal
passed it to Sadia. After all, she had
been an excellent assistant.”

25-26

This passages introduces the reader
to another Islamic tradition – Eid
al-Fitr. The reader is also
introduced to a dish that is made
during this feast, semai.

Figure 7: Table of an example book for character diversity.

Character Interaction
One example of a book that has appropriate character interaction that I surveyed is Izzy
Gizmo by Pip Jones. Izzy Gizmo is a young inventor who lives with her grandpa. She enjoys
creating new inventions and testing them in her home with her grandpa, but doesn’t handle it too
well when the inventions don’t work. Her grandpa encourages her every time, no matter what
happens. Izzy finds a bird with a broken wing and is determined to create something to help the
bird fly again. However, all of Izzy’s inventions end up failing, but her grandpa encourages her
every step of the way. He always has a positive message for Izzy when she feels like she is at her
lowest. To see passages from the book that show valuable character interaction, see Figure 8
below.
Passage from the Book
“Well, Izabelle, who was so clever
and bright, would get rather cross
when things didn’t go right. And she
huffed, ‘It’s too tough! I’ve had it” I
quit.’ She kicked her invention and
called it a ‘twit!’”
“Izabelle fumed. Grandpa smiled
and chuckled. ‘You can’t just quit

Page Number

How the Passage Shows
Character Interaction

6

This passage shows Izzy getting
frustrated. Children of all ages will
be able to relate to this because
they have all gotten frustrated
before.

7

Izzy’s Grandpa speaks the truth to
her – you can’t just give up when
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‘cos that thingy-bob buckled. Now,
trust me, young lady. Sometimes
you need to try again and again if
you want to succeed.’”
“Grandpa said, “Izzy! Don’t give up
on him now. I know you can do it.
Just work out how!” The Grandpa
passed Izzy her gadgety things, and
she knew what to do! ‘I’ll invent
some new wings!’”
“After two loop the loops, Fixer
came into land, and stood, happily
cawing, upon Izzy’s hand. ‘You
tried very hard,’ Grandpa said, ‘and
succeeded! You kept at it, Izzy. You
did what was needed.’”

things get tough! Children of all
ages will likely be able to relate to
this as well.

14

Here, Izzy’s Grandpa gives her a
few words of encouragement,
which helps get her motivated
again. His motivation helped Izzy
make the right invention to help the
bird fly again.

28

Izzy’s hard work pays off when
Fixer, the bird with the broken
wing, finally gets to fly again! This
interaction is very positive and will
be beneficial for students to read.

The Quality STEM Books
As part of my field work for my thesis (going out to the public libraries and finding
STEM books to survey), I surveyed over thirty books. Out of all of these books that I surveyed, I
deemed twelve books as quality STEM books based on the criteria I was looking for. I also
received a grant to purchase quality STEM books for my thesis, so there are three books that I
did not find at public libraries that are examples of quality STEM books. However, all three of
the books I bought with my grant can be found at public libraries.
I surveyed the books I sampled based on the three criteria I looked for – the presence of
the practices, character diversity, and character interaction. Figure 9 lists the quality STEM
books that I found as well as what criteria they filled to deem them as quality STEM books.

Book Title
Fossil by Bill
Thomson
Yasmin the Builder by
Saadia Faruqi

Practices
Character Character
Science and
Mathematics Diversity Interaction
Engineering
X
X

X

X

Library the
Book Came
From

X

Taunton

X

Taunton
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Sir Cumference and
All the King’s Tens by
Cindy Neuschwander
The Magic School
Bus Science Chapter
Book #15: Voyage to
the Volcano by Judith
Stamper
The Magic School
Bus Science Chapter
Book #2: The Search
for the Missing Bones
by Eva Moore
Math Curse by Jon
Scieszka and Lane
Smith
Curious McCarthy’s
Family Chemistry by
Tory Christie
The Magic School
Bus Weathers the
Storm by Kristin
Earhart
Robot to the Rescue:
Makers Make it Work
– Robots by Kay
Lawrence
Iqbal and His
Ingenious Idea: How
a Science Project
Helps One Family
and the Planet by
Elizabeth Suneby
Charlotte the Scientist
is Squished by
Camille Andros
Cosmo and the Robot
by Brian Pinkney
Doll-E 1.0 by Shanda
McCloskey
Izzy Gizmo by Pip
Jones
Lauren Ipsum: A
Story about Computer
Science and Other
Improbable Things by
Carlos Bueno

X

X

X

Taunton

X

X

X

X

Taunton

X

X

X

X

Taunton

X

X

X

X

Bridgewater

X

X

X

Brockton

X

X

X

X

Brockton

X

X

X

X

Brockton

X

X

X

X

Brockton

X

X

X

X

Brockton

X

X

X

X

Brockton

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

Bought with
grant money
Bought with
grant money
Bought with
grant money
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Figure 9: The books I deemed quality STEM books and which criteria they filled1

Out of the twelve books from public libraries that I sampled for the criteria I was looking
for, nine of the books had all of the three criteria: the presence of the practices, character
diversity, and character interaction. This surprised me for a few reasons. First of all, I was
surprised to find such a small amount of STEM books in the public libraries.
Further Implications of this Research
I have also completed an honors contract relating to this research I conducted. As part of
my honors thesis, I incorporated one of the STEM books that I deemed as quality into a
mathematics lesson that I was going to teach at Davis Elementary School in Brockton,
Massachusetts. As part of my pre-practicum requirements for obtaining my elementary education
degree, I was doing field work in a third grade classroom at Davis Elementary School in
Brockton. I planned an introductory lesson teaching elapsed time using the book Math Curse by
Jon Scieszka and Lane Smith.
The lesson was created to address students’ understanding of the minute and hour hands
of a clock as well as telling time to the nearest minute interval. The lesson will begin by the
teacher asking the class what a clock tells us. Then, the teacher will show two teacher-created
worksheets - one is about the minute and hour hands on a clock and the other is about A.M. and
P.M. Figure 6 shows these worksheets. The teacher will ask the students guiding questions to
help them understand the difference between the hands as well as the difference between A.M.
and P.M. After this, the teacher will take questions on both worksheets. Then, the teacher will

1

An X in a box dignifies that that certain book met that certain criteria. For example, Fossil by Bill Thomson had
the mathematical practices in it, so the X in that box means it met that criteria. However, there is not an X in the box
for character diversity, so it does not fulfill that criteria.
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show the class a movable clock that is projected by the overhead and we will review the minute
hand and hour hand by reading the clock in 5 minute intervals.

Figure 6: Images of the teacher-created worksheets teaching the difference between the hands on the
clock and the difference between A.M. and P.M.

After the students have shown that they understand the difference between the hands, the
teacher will work on telling time to one-minute intervals by also working with the movable clock
under the projector. Students will turn and talk to a partner or small group and discuss the
answers to each time the teacher shows. Then students will work on a worksheet that gives the
student the time and asks them to draw the hands on the clock to depict that time. They will do
this in groups of three to four people. See Figure 7 for an image of this worksheet.

Figure 7: the worksheet that has students draw the hands on the clock based on the time provided to them
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After this, students will work independently on a teacher-created worksheet that was
based on pages three and four from the book Math Curse by Jon Scieszka and Lane Smith. See
Figure 8 for an image of this worksheet. The teacher will read pages three and four from the
book which introduces the questions on the worksheet. Then the students will work on the
worksheet as a challenge. After the students are done, the teacher will turn to pages twenty-seven
and twenty-eight in the book to revel the answers to the problems on the worksheet.

Figure 8: the Math Curse worksheet, based on the book Math Curse by Jon Scieszka and Lane Smith

As an assessment, the students will then complete a worksheet that asks the students to
write the time shown on the clock. See Figure 9 for an image of this worksheet. This will be
done silently and independently. Unfortunately, due to COVID-19, I was unable to actually teach
the lesson that I planned with the quality STEM book. I still wrote the lesson plan myself, and I
hope to someday be able to teach it.
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Figure 9: the worksheet that provides the hands on the clock and has the students write the time below
each clock

Conclusion
Surveying these STEM books has opened my eyes to a few things. First, the amount of
STEM literature available in public libraries is definitely not enough. I was surprised to find such
a small amount of STEM books in the public libraries. Compared to all of the books that three
libraries have put together, a little over thirty STEM books is quite a small number to have
Teachers do not have enough money to buy all of the books they want for their own classrooms,
so they quite often do rely on their public libraries. How can teachers access STEM books if
there are not enough of them available at their public libraries? Second, even though there are
some STEM books available in public libraries for teachers to use, they are not all quality
literature. Out of the over thirty books I surveyed, only twelve were found to be quality STEM
books. Of these twelve books, only nine met all of the three criteria I was looking for. Nine
quality STEM books is not enough quality STEM books available to teachers or children. My
hope is that my research sheds light on the lack of quality STEM books available to students and
teachers alike and helps encourage change.
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